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ABSTRACTS 

The purpose of this paper is to estimate the response statistics of a moored floating 
structure that can be modelled as the two term Volterra series expansion subjected to a 
stationary Gaussian random waves. 
For estimating the instantaneous probability density function of response the approxi-

mate method using the finite Gram-Charlier expansion and the asymptotic form of the 
exact solution which can be obtained from Kac-Siegert method is proposed. In order to 
estimate the probability density function of extremal values consisting maxima and 
minima and the extreme responses the assumptions in which response and response 
velocity are mutually independent and the velocity is a Gaussian process witp zero mean 
are introduced in addition to Powell's assumptions in the field of structural dynamics. 
The frequency properties have been found experimentally through cross spectral and 

cross bispectral analyses. 
Comparisons between the experimental results and the statistical ones estimated from 

the frequency properties of response are discussed. As the results it has been confirmed 
that both results show a fairly good agreement. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

For a moored floating structure if the static restoring force by mooring lines 

is very small, it is possible that a highly tuned resonance generally occurs at 

very low natural frequencies in horizontal plane. In irregular waves this reso-

nance will be excited by the slowly varying _second order wave excitation 

which corresponds to the drifting force in regular waves. Thus, for the design 

of mooring lines it is necessary to include these forces in the total load acting 

on a structure moored by chains or cables. 

Up to now, several investigations associated with these second order 

responses (forces or motions) have been done. 

These studies can be classified as follows : 

1) Deterministic manner based on the numerical simulations. ） 

2) Nondeterministic manner based on the stochastic process. 

The former is the numerical prediction method based on the solution of the 
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time dependent motion equation taking into account of both the first order 

forces due to wave elevation and the second order forces which are obtained 

from the direct integration of all second order pressures over the instantaneous 

wetted portions of the hull surface. But since the ・ nonlinear second order 

response depends on the random phases of waves the results derived by this 

manner are nothing but one sample. 

Therefore, in order to estimate the extreme value by means of this m~nner 

numerous results of numerical simulations are required. 

The latter is the statistical prediction method based on the Volterra func-

tional series expansion of responses to the given wave or force excitation. The 

advantage of this method is that it is easily adaptable to the physical interpreta-

tion associated with the usual perturbation expansion solution of nonlinear 

response problems because then-th term in such a expansion gives the response 

component resulting form n-th order interaction of the excitation. 

Hasselmann1> outlined the functional series approach to ship motions and 

showed that the nonlinear transfer functions were related to higher-order 

moments of ship motions. Dalzel2> formulated the added resistance in waves as 

the quadratic functional series and estitnated the mean added resistance trans-

fer function in irregular waves. 

N eal3> formulated the exact probability density function of second order 

responses by using the statistical theory of quadratic form. 

Vinje4> obtained the approximate expressions of peak distributions of second 

order responses by use of the expansion of cumulants. Further he5> expanded 

Neal's formulation to peak distribution under Powell's assumptions. Hineno6> 

applied Vinje's method to the nonlinear wave and the steady tilt problem for a 

semisubmersible drilling platform. 

The present authors et al.1> showed that the probability densities of mooring 

forces on the huge offshore structure can be represented by the finite Gram-

Charlier expansion. 

Recently, N aess8> discussed the dynan1ic reliability of second order responses 

under the Poisson distribution by means of Neal's formulation and the slow 

drift approximation. 

The authors9> have already shown that the Kac-Siegert method adopted in 

Neal's work is applicable to the horizontal responses of a moored floating 

structure and the quadratic transfer function treated in Dalzel's work is 

required to estimate the higher-order statistical values (variance, skewness 

and etc.). 

As described in the above overview the statistical theory on second order 

responses is nearly completed. But the discussions for the extreme responses 

and the approximate theory have not been done sufficiently. 



The purpose of this paper is to discuss the extreme values and the approxi-

mate statistical theory for the horizontal responses of a moored floating 

structure. 

In chapter 2 the Kac-Siegert theory10>,11> on second order responses is discus-

sed in details. 

In chapter 3 the approximate theory and the estimation method of extreme 

value in case of the horizontal responses are developed. 

In chapter 4 the applicability of the methods introduced in chapter 3 is 

investigated through the comparisons between the experimental results and the 

estimated values. 

As the results the following items have been found: 

(1) The transfer function of the horizontal response to the slowly instantane-

ous wave energy, which is introduced newly in this case, is able to evaluate 

quantitatively the characteristics of the quadratic transfer function, and the 

linear transfer function can be separated from the total response in the fre-

quency domain and can be estimated by the usual linear motion prediction 

method taking the viscous damping into account. 

By using these functions the variance and the skewness which dominate the 

distribution of the horizontal response can be estimated. 

(2) In order to obtain the instantaneous probability distribution we propose 

the approximate method matching between the finite Gram-Charlier expansion 

and the asymptotic form derived from the Kac-Siegert theory. The estimated 

results due to the present method show fairly good agreement with the experi-

mental ones. 

(3) The new prediction methods for the probability distributions of extremal 

values and the extreme response are proposed under the assumptions that the 

response displacement and velocity are independent mutually and the response 

velocity is of Gaussian distribution with zero mean in addition to the Powell's 

assumptions. As a result it is confirmed that the Longuet-Higgin's method 

significantly underestimates the experimental result while the present method 

is in good agreement with the experimental one. 

2. EXACT STATISTICAL THEORY 

2.1 Basic Assumptions 

The assumption of this theory is that the nonlinear responses can be re-

presented by the functional power series (or functional polynomials). 

Let x (t) denote the nonlinear response of a moored floating structure to a 

random excitation { tU) I t ERり． Sincex (t) may be the responses to the 

entire time history of s (t), we call x (t) a functional defined on a class of 

excitation functions t(t) as 
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xけ）＝F〔t(t)〕 (2.1.1) 

If Fis a continuous functional of ;(t) in the function space sense, then F can 

be expanded in a functional power series such that 

x(t) =呈f・・・・・・f島 (t, ti, ・・・・・・・・・， tn) t(ti) ・・・・・・t(tn) dt1 ・・・・• •dtn. (2.1.2) 

If this series represents a causal physical system, then the kernel functions 
satisfy 

島 (t,l1,......, ln) = 0, f Or ti > t. (2.1.3) 

Series satisfying this property were studied by Volterra12>, and series of the 

form (2.1. 2) that satisfy Eq. (2.1. 3) are called Volterra series. 

If the nonlinear system is time invariant, then kernel functions in Eq. (2.1. 2) 
depend only on time difference. Thus, 

x(t) = ~1 J..id-r1 ··… •JdT函ほ，……， Tn) -~1 t (t -Tr) + D. C., n=1 Tl Tn r=1 
(2.1.4) 

where D. C. is a constant. 

In general, the kernel functions in Eq. (2.1. 4) may not be symmetric func-

tions of their arguments. However, a permutation of indices in any kernel only 

affects the order in which the integration is carried out but does not affect the 
response. Thus, for the purpose of analysis, symmetric kernel may be assumed 

without loss of generality. 

If the kernels are continuous and absolutely integrable and if the input is 

bounded and the contribution from terms of order n in Eq. (2.1. 4) decreases to 
zero as n→co, then it is proved that the functional power series (2.1. 4) 

converge uniformly. 

We shall limit our analysis to include excitation effects through second order 

except for D. C.. Thus Eq. (2.1. 4) is truncated at n = 2 and takes the following 

form: 

x(t) = 1徊（T)s(t一 T)+ 11 d n 12 d褪ほ， T砂t(t-?'1)t(tーが (2.1.5)11 dn12 

If s (t) is the wave excitation, this series can be used to analyze the response 
that is proportional to either the wave height or the squared wave height. 

If the kernels in Eq. (2.1. 5) are continuous and absolutely integrable, then 

they possess Fourier transform. The transform pairs are defined as follows: 

glけ） ＝1/2冗 Lexp（年） G心）dw,

G1⑯) ＝ o (-1面）glけ）d-r, ・ (2.1.6) 

g2ほ， T2）て2正 f idOlf如 exp{i（W1'<1 + Wぷ｝G （砂，叫
WI.JW2  



G2向，叫＝Jぷ lf心 exp{ーi(W1T1+wぷ｝gz(T1,か．
て1 て2

In Eq. (2.1. 5) the kernel g1 i is a linear impulse response function, and its 
transform, G1, is a linear transfer function. The kernel g2 is analogous to the 
linear impulse response function and is called "quadratic impulse response 
function". Its transform, G2, is called "quadratic transfer function". Tick13> has 
called Eq. (2.1. 5) .1. 5) as a time-invariant quadratic system since it includes both 
a first order and a second order term. 

Since the kernel g2 (rぃて砂 canbe assumed to be symmetrical in its arguments 

g2 (m，が＝g2は，か，

thus 

G2（納，叫＝G2向，叫．

(2.1. 7) 

(2.1.8) 

Consequently, the quadratic transfer function is symmetrical about the line 
w1 = w2 in the（W1,叫 plane.

2.2 Transfer Functions and their Physical Properties 
It is assumed that the surface elevation s (t) is a stationary Gaussian process 

with zero mean. The auto-correlation function of the process will be denoted as 
Rd t) and is defined as follows: 

Rd -r) = E { s (t) s (t + -r) }, (2. 2.1) 

where E { } denotes the ensemble average (or expectation). 
If Rd r) is absolutely integrable, then a continuous nonnegative spectral 

density function Sdw) exists and satisfies 

R占）＝Jexp（虹）S心）dw,
Q 

S心）＝1/2冗 f exp (—年） Rt （ -r) d-r, 
T 

(2.2.2) 

(2.2.3) 

where S~ is the two sided wave spectral density function defined over doubly 
infinities. They are called the Wiener-Khintchine relations. 
Taking the expected value of Eq. (2.1. 5) we have 

E {x} = x=f dTlf わg2 は， T2)R臼—が．
て1 て2

(2.2.4) 

Applying Parseval's formula and using the Dirac delta function a（叫 then
Eq. (2. 2.4) can be written as: 

E {x}= 1: dwG心，— w)Ss(w) 
-oo 

=JOO心 G2(w, -w) Ll心），（2.2.5)

゜where Us is the one sided wave spectral density function defined over non-
negative frequencies by 
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U心）＝｛ 2 Sg(Q) 

゜
for O ~w<oo 
otherwise. 

(2.2.6) 

Pinkster14> has shown that the time averageヌinEq. (2.1. 5) represents the 

mean drift displacement due to the steady force. 

According to his results, the following relation is satisfied: 

叉＝ 2［(X)doH心）凡(Q)U心），

゜
(2. 2. 7) 

where HL is the linear transfer fuction of displacement to the external force 

and F o is the drift force coefficient in regular waves. 

Equating Eq. (2. 2. 5) and Eq. (2. 2. 7) the following relation 

G2如，ーw)=2HL⑯)FDゅ） (2.2.8) 

is found out. Thus, it is found that G心，ーw)represents the mean drift 

displacement. 

Using the fact that t(t) is a Gaussian process with zero mean, the second 

term in eq. (2.1. 5) becomes 

ild叫 d花g2ほ，がt(t口）t(tーが

=1/2Re「fcoら（W1,叫 exp｛心＋叫t-i(Eパ） ｝ 
0.10 

x✓2Ug畑） 2Ug（如 d凹d知
CO O3 

+1/2Ref fG  ( 
0 0 

2納，ーw2)exp { i(w1 -w砂t-iは一e砂｝

x✓2Ug 畑） 2Ug （叫 dold知， (2.2.9) 

where Ei are the random phases and statistically independent. 

The first term in (2. 2. 9) represents the contribution of sums of wave fre-

quency pairs to the second order response, whereas the second term gives the 

contribution of differences of wave frequency pairs. 

N ewman20> defined the second term as slowly varying second order response. 

From this result it is found that G2 (ev1, -ev2) represents the property of 

slowly varying second order response. 

2.3 Transfer Functions and Response Spectrum 

2.3.1 Cross Spectrum and Auto Spectrum 

Forming the cross correlation function between x (t) and s (t) from Eq. 

(2.1.5): 

E { (x(t)ーヌ）t(t--r)}=J:て1心g心）E {s(t-責 (t→)｝ 

+ J dTlf心g心，がE{ (tーが
て1 て2

X s(t-'t2) S (f-T)}ーヌ E{t(t--r)} (2.3.1) 



Because the wave is defined to be zero-mean, the last two terms are zero. 

Thus: 

E { (x(t)一x)g(t-T)}=J心 g心）E{t(t-雪 (t→)｝
て1

(2.3.2) 

This result means that the cross spectrum between response x (t) and wave 

s (t) involves only the first (linear) term of the functional polynomials, and thus 

that the linear transfer function G1 (w) is derivable by standard cross-spectral 

technique. If the cross spectrum is denoted as Sぷw); then: 

G1⑯)＝S心(w)/S心） (2.3.3) 

Forming the auto correlation function of x (t): 

E { (x (t)ーヌ） （x(t十T)ーヌ） ｝＝J d立l2d花gl(T1) g心）
て1 て2

X E{t(tーか g(t+T-Tり｝

+.l1 d-n・・・・・・ fn知（冗 T2)g2（花，か

X E { s (t -Ti) s (tーが g(t十て一か t(t十てーか｝一茫， (2.3.4) 

and using the factorization relation for higher-order moments of Gaussian 

process as 

E{Xぷ Xふ｝＝E{Xぷ｝ E ｛Xぷ｝＋E{Xぷ｝ E ｛Xぷ｝

+E{x;ぷ｝ E ｛Xぷ｝，

we obtain 

Rxxけ）＝J ゎ J鱗（かglは）Rd-r+-r1―が＋J dm• …••fr4 d-r4 
て1 て2 TI 

Xg2ほ，がg2(T釦か {Rs(r+r1―T3) Rt;（て十て2ーか

+Rt;（て十T1―T4)Rt;（て十て2ー叫｝．

(2.3.5) 

(2.3.6) 

The auto power spectrum of x (t) is the Fourier transform of Rxx (r) and is 

computed from Wiener-Khintchine relations as 

s心）＝IG1⑯)|2S~(CR1) +21: d~ I G心—ど，~)I 2 
-co 

X St (w -~) St (~). (2. 3. 7) 

2.3.2 Cross Bispectrum 

Tick13> defined the cross bispectrum as the two dimensional Fourier trans-

form of a third moment function R咎X('(ぃ "t2)which is defined as 

R~~x(rぃて0 =E{g(t+ T1) g(t-T1) （x(t-T砂ーヌ） ｝． (2.3.8) 
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Noting that the expected value of odd products of Gaussian variable are 

zero, then: 

R笞x(T1,が＝2fdtlf d鱗 (tぃ ti)RtU1+（T1五） ｝ 
t I t2 

Rs｛も＋ほーか｝ (2.3.9) 

Utilizing Parseval's formula and the relation in which cross bispectrum is 

defined by the double Fourier transform of R~~x, we obtain 

Cssx(W1―w2, W1 + w2) = G ! (w1, w2) Sdw1) Sdw2), (2.3.10) 

where C笞xis the cross bispectrum and * denotes the complex conjugate. 
Thus the quadratic transfer function is obtained from (2. 3.10) as 

G2 (w1, W2) = Ct~x(w1 —W2, W1 + W2) I St (W1) St (W砂． (2.3.11) 

2.4 Instantaneous Probability Density Function 

We shall consider the distribution of the time invariant quadratic system 

subject to a stationary Gaussian excitation. 

If the system is represented by Eq. (2.1. 5), then from Appendix A the 

characteristic function can be written as 

</> (0) = j~l r:pj(0) = j~l (l -2itlj0)一112exp{ -c/が／2(l -2i>i.i0)}. (2.4.1) 

Since the instantaneous probability density function is defined by the Fourier 

transform of the characteristic function, it becomes 
00 

か(x)=1/2冗 f ⑲ exp(-i0x) ef, (0), 
—00 

(2.4.2) 

where入jare real eigenvalues given by the following integral equation 

f00 dvS心） G心，一u)中占） ＝入平（叫
―00 

(2.4.3) 

where'Yn⑯)are the eigenfunctions satisfying the orthogonal relation as 

f 心L2dwふ（叫叫（叫 Gパー知．，—叫＝知rmn•
a1 &2  

(2.4.4) 

The parameter cj representing the linear response can be obtained from 

CJ= J如 G1(Q)屯（叫
a 

(2.4.5) 

From Appendix B the statistical values up to third order can be obtained as 

E {x}:＝臣＝OOf。⑮G心，ーw)S心），

パ＝苔げ＋2 苔入~=LdwlG心）隣(w)

+ 2/  fV OOdv IG(Q,v)隣 (o)Sg(v)，

匹 t=8工入！十6苔ef L= 8f如 lf心 f 心 G心，叫
i=］ • Q1 &)2 03  

(2.4.6) 

(2. 4. 7) 



XC; （年，叫 G2心—叫S心） S心） S心）＋6f 凸f 心
Wi -.IW2 

XG1（一研）G（一W2)G2(勁 ,W2)St (W1) St (W砂， （2.4.8) 

where (j委andμ are the variance and the skewness of x (t), respectively. 
Eqs. (2. 4. 6), (2. 4. 7) and (2. 4. 8) show the most important relations between 

the transfer functions of second order response and statistical values. 

2.5 Probability Density Functions of Extremal Values and Extreme value 
2.5.1 Probability Density Function of Extremal Values 
First we will define that the extremal values consist of the maxima and the 

minima of a random process while the extreme value is the largest value of 
the maxima or the minima that will occur in some observations. 
It has been known that statistical prediction of the extremal values of a 

random process may be made by using the Rayleigh distribution, if the follow-
ing conditions are satisfied: 

1) Random process is a stationary Gaussian process with zero mean. 
2) Extremal values are statistically independent. 
3) Linearity must hold between input and output processes. 
But since in the case of the horizontal response of a moored floating structure 

the linearity is not satisfied as described in the previous section, the Rayleigh 
distribution may no longer be applicable for predicting properties of the 
extremal values. Thus, the new prediction method of probability density func-
tion of extremal values is required. 

MEAN 

O MAXIMA } EXTREMAL VALUES 
● MINIMA 

Fig. 1 Explanatory sketch of a random process x (t) 

Fig. 1 is an explanatory sketch of a random process x (t) for which the 
extremal values could be anywhere in the range of (-co, co) and several 
extremal values could occur during one cycle as defined by mean crossings. 
Here, the extremal values called "maxima" are defined as peaks which satisfy 
the condition文(t)=O and父(t)< 0. Whereas "minima" are defined as troughs 
satisfying the condition x (t) = 0 and父(t)>O. As shown in Fig. 1 maxima and 
minima can be both negative values and positive values. The magnitude of the 
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maxima with positive values {x(t) >O, x(t) =O, x(t) <O} or the minima with 
negative values {x(t) <O, x(t) =O, x(t) >O} would be critical if they exceed a 
certain value, and hence the statistical extreme values of these maxima and the 
minima provide valuable information for the engineering design purpose. 
For the problem of a mooring system the positive maxima are the most 

important, if the direction drifted by waves is positive. Since the statistical 
properties of negative minima can be estimated from those of positive maxima 
by means of the transform of random variables, the latter are considered in the 
following analysis. 

It can be assumed that x (t) is stationary and zero mean without loss of 
generality. Then the expected number of maxima above a specified level x (t) = 
ふdenotedas E {M（ど） ｝， is obtained by 

E{M（ど） ｝＝』CX)dx[〗氏| p叫 X,0,父）d又．（2.5.1) 

The expected number of maxima with positive values, denoted as E {M(O)}, 
then becomes 

E {M(O)｝＝［匂 O゚O|兌|い(x,0,恥）d兄， (2.5.2) 

where pぷxis the joint probability density function of x, x and x. 

Huston and Skopinski 15> has assumed that the ratio of their two expected 
number is approximately equivalent to the probability in which the maximum 

values exceed a levelぷ

Under this assumption the probability in which the maximum positive values 
exceed a level ~ becomes 

pp(ど)=1-E{M（ど）／M(O)}-1-E {M(~) }/E {M(O)}. (2.5.3) 

Then the probability density function of the maxima is given by 

pp（ど） ＝一
1 

E {M(O) } 100dぇぇpxxx(g,0，父）． （2.5.4) 

In the case that x (t) is the Gaussian process加 alreadyhas been obtained by 
Cartwright and Longuet Higgins16>. But in the case of nonlinear response加 has

not been found out yet. 

When x (t) is narrow banded, Powel111> has proposed the following assump-

tions: 

1) The response is narrow banded. That is, the negative maxima and the 

positive minima are negligible. 

2) The response is stationary. 

3) The random number crossing a specified level at positive gradient is 

equal to one of maxima above it. 

Here, the random number crossing a specified level ~ at positive gradient is 



defined as 

N冦）＝紗（x-ど）． (2.5.5) 

From these assumptions 

M(ど)~N冦）． (2.5.6) 

Thus, Eq. (2. 5. 4) becomes 

-1 
Pp(g)=E{M(O) ｝ ・羞』ood如（ど，叡， (2. 5. 7) 

where p双 isthe joint probability density function of x and文

Powell also indicated these assumptions can even be applied to the case in 

which the response is wide banded. Because the positive minima and the 

negative maxima are negligible since these values do not exist at which the 

threshold level is sufficiently large. 

In general, since E { M (0) } ~E {N+(Q) }, the probability of maxima is overes-

timated in Powell's assumptions. 

2.5.2 Extreme Value 

In this section, the extreme value will be derived by・ applying the order 

statistics. The extreme value defined here is the largest value of the maxima 

that.will occur in N observations. 

Let (yぃY2,……，yN)be an ordered sample of size N, where Yi is the observed 

maxima of a random process x (t), then all Yi have the same probability density 

function given in (2. 5. 7). Let (17ぃ刀2,……,r;N)be an ordered sample of Yi with 

'l'/1 ~ 172 ~……ニ枷， then each 1Ji can be regarded as the output of a independent 

random variable zj. Thus the random variable zN, which is the largest r/N in the 

ordered sample, has the following probability density function: 

g（刀N)=NJ（刀N){ F (1/N) } N-l, (2.5.8) 

where 

g(1'/N): Probability density function of the largest value in N observations, 

/ (1'/N): Probability density function given by replacingどwith1'/N in Eq. 

(2. 5. 7), 

F (1'/N) : Cumulative distribution function given by integrating Eq. (2. 5. 7) 

with respect toどandreplacing ~ with 1'/N, 

N: The number of observations. 

Thus the extreme value estimate is obtained by 
00 

E{zm}=fo=d 

゜
枷刀Ng(17砂 (2.5.9) 
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3. APPROXIMATE THEORY 

3.1 Approximation to the Quadratic Transfer Function 
If the horizontal response of a moored floating structure is expressed by 

(2.1. 5) the second term in Eq. (2.1. 5) represents the response which is in 
proportion to the squared wave height, that is, instantaneous wave energy. The 
authors18l have introduced the linear response function g between the horizon-
tal response and the instantaneous wave energy, and have shown that g is 
approximately equivalent to the quadratic transfer function. Here, we shall 
quote their results. 

The cross correlation function R心 betweenthe instantaneous wave energy 
t2(t) and the second order nonlinear response x(t) is defined by 

監 (1:)= E { (x (t)ーヌ）で(t+'"() -~2) }. 

Applying Parseval's formula, the cross spectrum Sxt2 is given by 

Sが o)＝2f心St((v -V) St (V) G 匹— V, V), 

(3.1.1) 

(3.1.2) 

and the auto power spectrum of instantaneous wave energy is obtained from 

S心）＝2f心Ss(w -v) Ss (v). 
II 

(3.1.3) 

Thus, g representing the response property between the instantaneous wave 
energy and x (t) is given as follows : 

g = l dvSs (w -v) Ss (v) G 1 (w -v, v) / 1心Sdw -v) Sd v) (3. 1. 4) 

From Eq. (3.1. 4) it is found that g indicates the average of G2 with respect 
to the instantaneous wave energy spectrum and depends on the wave spectral 
density. If the following identity 

f仰心f 如 g （叫 S心—叫S心）
c.,2 = f年心f 心S心—叫S心） G;⑯ -Q2，叫

02 
(3.1.5) 

is satisfied, we obtain 

g*（凹＋Cuz)::::::G2⑱，叫． (3.1.6) 

This means that g is approximately equal to the quadratic transfer function 
under a fixed wave spectrum. 

If this approximation is applicable, we have 

x(t) = 1て幅（羞(t--r)+ 1パ fて崎（心(t--r), (3.1. 7) 

where 



f炉け）＝1/2ゾdwg (w) exp (iw,-r). 
Q 

(3.1.8) 

Thus the second term in・ (3.1. 7) can be regarded as the output through a 

filtered square law detector and炉（がisinterpreted as the filter impulse response. 

3.2 Approximation to the Instantaneous Probability Density Function 

From Appedix B the horizontal response of a moored floating structure in 

irregular waves is alternatively r~presented in the following form : 
00 

x= ~ (cぷi八 X~), 
i=l 

(3. 2.1) 

where Xi are standard Gaussian random variables with zero mean and their 

variances are equal to unity. 

Here, we shall assume that the nurnber of eigenvaluesふisfinite and suffi-

ciently large. 

If we introduce the new random variables Zi as 

Zi=ciXi十ふXt (3.2.2) 

then it is shown that Z and Zi (iキj)are mutually independent and each Z has 

the same probability density function. Thus, if the higher moments of Z are 

finite, x (t) is subject to the local limit theorem19>, that is, x (t) will asymptotical-

ly become Gaussian. 

Now, we replace x-x by y and introduce the error function c (Y) defined by 

c (y)＝か(y)-1/ v'2云るiexp（一炉／2(j'0. (3.2.3) 

If s can be represented by the family of orthogonal functions with weighting 

function, { w(y)hn(y) }, it can be expanded in the following form: 
00 

E. (y) = ~ ll:'nhn (y) W (y), (3.2.4) 
n=l 

where hn are the orthogonal functions and w(Y) is the weighting function, 

and where an are the coefficients given by 

an=J(X)dyhn (y) c (y). 
-(X) 

(3.2.5) 

If w(y) is the Gaussian density function it is well known that hn (y) are given 

by the Hermite polynomials19>. 

From the properties of the Hermite polynomials the instantaneous probabil-

ity density function can be approximated by the Gram-Charlier expansion9> : 

Px (x) ：：：：： 1/vそ五℃•X {l十~ bn/Cn ! <1~)Hn(Cx-x) ／心｝
n=3 

X exp { -(xーヌ） 2/2<J'0, (3.2.6) 

where凡 arethe Hermite polynomials and bn represent the higher moments 

defined by 
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bn=E { (x一え）叫 for n~ 3. 

From Eqs. (3. 2. 7) and (2. 4. 8) the following relation is satisfied: 

b3 = <5 ~ μ. 

(3.2.7) 

(3.2.8) 

If Eq. (3. 2. 6) is truncated at finite order, the finite Gram-Char lier expansion 

can not represent the asymptotic behaviour of the probability density as 

lxl→oo. Thus it is necessary to investigate it frpm the exact solution. 

We assume thatふcanbe ordered and A1 (maxふ） ispositive and入2(min心
is negative. For x→ oo the integration path of Eq. (2. 4. 2) can be deformed such 

that it goes along the branch-cuts in the left half plane and the main contribu-

tion to this integral will be that from the neighbourhood of the branch-point 

closest to the imaginary axis (see Appendix C). 

We introduce the following function5> : 

j(0) = (l-2il10)一1/2exp{ -c閃／2（1-2iふ0)｝ li心ーi/2ふ） (3.2.9) 

Since </J／;p is analytical in the vicinity of the branch point closest to the 

imaginary axis, the first approximation to Px (x) can be found as 
00 

Px (x)：：：：：： 1/2冗f属 (e)exp(-i0x)i~ 心ー i/2ふ）． （3.2.10) 
-00 ]=2 

Since (Z1/ A1+C12 / 4店） isof non-centralがdistributionwith one degree of 

freedom, the following form5> is found out by means of the asymptotic expan-

sion of the non-central x2 distribution as x→ CX) : 

Px (x)：：：：：： 1／□ exp { -(x + c V 2入].)/2入け cosh(、/］江c1/2入1) (3.2.11) 

The same expression can easily be derived for x→ -(X)． 

These results show that x／ふ isasymptotically ofが distributionwith one 

degree of freedom and with a slight-modification caused by the linear term. 

If the second term in (2.1. 5) is dominant, from Appendix C we get: 

Px (x)：：：：：： 1/2冗 V「i]訂 exp{（ふ―1入』）x/4ふ1入』｝

X Ko {!xi（ふ＋ 1入叶）／4ふ1入叶｝ as!xl→00 (3. 2.12) 

where K。isthe modified Bessel function of the second kind. 

Thus, the approximate solution for the instantaneous probability density 

function will be obtained by matching between the finite Gram-Charlier expan-

sion and the asymptotic form derived from the exact solution. 

3.3 Approximation to the Probability Density Function of Extremal Values 

By expanding the one dimensional Gram-Charlier expansion to the two 

dimensional form joint probability density funcion of x and.文canbe approxi-

mately represented in the following form : 



加 (x,え） ＝1/2加 x6xexp {ー（x-炉／26~ーが／2び t} 互に

XHm { (x-x)／の｝ Hn（ぇ／<J'x), (3.3.1) 

where bmn is a function of the higher moments of x and文

The above equation is called "two dimensional Gram-Charlier expansion" 

and is equivalent to the results given from the series expansion of cumulants by 

Vinjeり

In the case of the nonlinear response, x and x are not mutually independent 
even though x is stationary. But since the low frequency response of a moored 

floating structure is limited in the low frequency regions, it will be expected 

that the contribution of the low frequency response to the motion velocity is 

very small. Thus x may be expressed as 

x =f徊（て） ；（t-"t), 
て

(3.3.2) 

where dots denote time derivatives. 

Since the surface elevation s(t). is assumed to be the stationary Gaussian 

process with zero mean, s (t) and s (t) are mutually independent. 

Since it will be proper to assume that x is Gaussian distributed and x and文

are mutually independent, 

we obtain the following form: 

Pxx (x,え） ：：：： 1/ 2n<5x<5x { 1 十~bn/(n! <J~) ll;砂（x-文）／ぴ註

xexp { -(x-:x:)2/2<1 ~ーが／2<1n, (3.3.3) 

whereぇando-委arethe mean and the variance of x (t) respectively ando-娑is

the variance of x. 
Then replacing ~ by 1J + x in Eq. (2. 5. 7), the probability density function of 

maxima can be represented as : 

PP（が＝一｛ーが<Y~ exp （ーが／ 2 び~)〔1+ ~ bn/ (n ! <Y 1)凡 (17/<Yx)〕

+exp（ーが／2びg)2bり(n!O'炉）Hn'(n/心｝
n 

パ1十区 bり(n.Im)Hn(O)〕-1
n 

(3.3.4) 

This means that PP is equivalent to the derivative form of Eq. (3. 2. 6). Thus 

PP for some sufficient large'J'/ will asymptotically approach to the following 

form: 

Pp~-d/dn 〔✓又／（文＋ n)exp（ーが2ふ） cosh ｛ダ玩＋ x) ／ふ (c1/211)}

/cosh{／刃瓦(ci/2ふ） ｝〕 (3.3.5) 

If the low frequency motion is dominant, the asymptotic form for 7J→OO 
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is given as follows : 

Pp~ -d/d刀〔exp{（入！―|入2I) I 4入！＼入』｝

xK。{ (11+x)（ふ＋ 1入叶）／4ふ1ふ¥}

/K。{x(A1+I入』）／4ふふ1}] (3.3.6) 

Using Eqs. (3. 3. 5) of (3. 3. 6) the extreme responses can be obtained from 

Eq. (2. 5. 9). 

4. COMPARISONS BETWEEN STATISTICAL ESTIMATIONS 
AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

4.1 Model Test 

4.1.1 Configuration of Model 

The model used in the test and the co-ordinate system are shown in Fig.2 and 

the principal dimensions of the model are given in Table 1. 
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Fig. 2 Configuration of offshore structure 
and system of coordinate 

Table. 1 Principal dimensions 

ITEMS ACTUAL MODEL 

LENGTH (m) 30.0 2.1 

BREADTH (m) 20.0 1.40 

DISPLACE 
490.0 0.168 

MENT (t) 

DRAFT (m) 5.5 0.385 

KG (m) 4.758 0.330 

Kyy 42. 6%L 44%L 

GML (rn) 3.845 0.269 

SCALE 
RATIO 1.0 1/14.3 

MOORING CATENARY LINEAR 
SPRING 

4.1.2 Model Test and Measurement Items 

The long duration measurements in irregular waves are required for the 

low frequency surge motions to get the reliable data in statistics. 

Furthermore, the data obtained must contain a number of oscillations with 

randomness at the frequencies of interest. Therefore, in order to generate the 

irregular waves over long duration the filtered signals were used, which were 

obtained by passing the white noize signals generated from a noize generator 

into the bandpass filter. The rolloff (the cutoff characteristics) of the bandpass 

filter was 24db/ oct.. Besides,. regular waves and amplitude modulation waves 
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were also used to investigate the steady drift displacement and the quadratic 

transfer function of surge motions. 

Four kinds of irregular waves were generated. The central frequencies f。of
the bandpass filter used for the generation of each waves were 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 

0.7Hz. These frequencies correspond to 9.45, 7.56, 6.30, and 5.40 sec. respectively 

in the scale of real structures. 

In the case of f。=0.7Hzthe duration time was about 5.7hr in real scale, and 

for the other cases it was about 2.8hr. The model tests were carried out at the 

Mitaka No. 2 Ship Experimental Tank (400m in length, 18m in breadth, 8m 

in depth) in Ship Research Institute. The test set-up is shown in Fig. 3. 

I 

一，
Camera 

Fig. 3 Set-up of model test 

As shown in Fig. 3, the model was restrained by two soft springs through the 

device which restricted the yaw motion. Their spring coefficients were 1.683 

kg/ m. The encounter angle to waves was zero degree. 

The measured items are as follows : 

-Surge and heave motion measured by the optical motion measuring system 

using L. E. D.; 

-Pitch motion measured by the vertical gyroscope; 

-Surface elevation measured by the servo needle wave probe fixed at a 

position, the x coordinate of which is equal to that of the centre of gravity of 

the model in still water. 

4.2 The Investigation to Irregular Waves 

The spectra of irregular waves generated are shown in Fig. 4, where f。
denotes the centre frequency of bandpass filter used for generating the irregular 

waves and o-! are the estimated variances obtained by integrating the wave 
spectra with respect to the wave frequency. 

The Blackman-Tukey method was used in the spectral analysis, in which the 
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Fig. 4 Wave spectra 
Fig. 5 Comparisons between observed histograms 

and Gaussian probability distributions 

number of lags was 256 and the window used was the Hamming type. The 

number of data used for the analysis was about 45000 in the case of f。=0.7Hz,
and it was about 23000 in the other cases. The sampling interval was 60 msec. 

in all cases. Fig. 5 shows the instantaneous probability distributions of waves. 

In Fig. 5 <i ! and μ is the sample variance and the sample skewness given from 
the time average respectively. 

From Figs. 4 and 5 it is found that the spectrum shapes are different from 
the standard wave spectra as the I. S.S. C type or the JONSWAP type, which 

have the narrow band spectra. 

がtestswere carried out to test the hypothesis that the wave is of Gaussian 

process. From these results it has been found that this hypothesis is acceptable 

at significant level of 0.05. 

Next, we shall investigate whether the random phases of waves are strongly 

homogeneous and uniformly distributed. 

In general, even though the wave t(t) satisfies the Ergodicity,ざcorrespond-

ing to the instantaneous wave energy does not always satisfy it. 
This means that the correlation function of s2(t) can not be obtained from the 

time average, that is, the correlation function of s2 obtained from the time 

average is the sample function because it depends on the random phases of 

waves, and also the spectrum is the sample. But if the random phases of waves 

are homogeneous, it may be considered that the time average correlation 

function represents the average value in the sample functions, or the closest 

value to the ensemble average. 
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Fig. 6 Comparisons between slowly instantaneous 
wave energy spectra obtained from time 
average and their true spectra 

Thus we compare the spectrum St2 which is given from the time average 
correlation・ function ofざ withthe true spectrum SE defined in Eq. (3. 1. 3). 
These results are shown in Fig. 6. From Fig. 6 it is found that both spectra are 
in good agreement except for the vicinity of w = 0. Accordingly it may be 
assumed that the random phases of waves are nearly homogeneous. 
4.3 Investigation to Transfer Functions 

The surge spectra given in the same manner as the wave spectra are shown 
in Fig. 7. From this figure it is found that the surge response in the case off。=
0.7Hz is the largest and responses are dominated by the low frequency motion. 
Fig. 8 shows the linear transfer function G1 obtained from the standard cross 
spectral analysis between the surge motions and the waves. In this figure the 
solid line represents the theoretical value due to the usual linear motion 
prediction method which takes into account of the viscous damping20. From 
this figure it is found that the theoretical value is in good agreement with the 
experimental results. 

Thus it is considered that only the linear response can be separated from the 
surge response including the low frequency motion in the frequency domain. 
In order to get the quadratic transfer function of the response the cross 
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Fig. 8 Linear transfer function (G1 (w)) of 
surge motion 

bispectrum between the waves and the surge motions is required. The utiliza-
tion of the Fast Fourier Transform (F. F. T) has significant advantage in the 
computation of the full cross bispectrum. For the present purpose, however, the 
full computation is not required, because we need only the results on or near 
Ql =Q2• 

Accordingly we used the method developed by Dalzel2>. The window function 
used in the computation of the cross bispectrum was the Hamming type 
extended to two dimensions. Fig. 9 shows a part of the results of the cross 
bispectrum. 

The quadratic transfer function obtained from the experiments in amplitude 
modulation waves (A. M. waves) and irregular waves is shown in Fig. 10. This 
function in irregular waves was estimated from the cross bispectral analysis 
within the frequency range corresponding to the 25 % power bandwidth of the 
wave spectrum and that in A. M. waves, which was indicated by the black 
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circles in the figure, was obtained from the envelope analysis2i. For each value 
of the difference frequencies the amplitude parts and the phase parts of the 
quadratic transfer function are indicated in this figure and the abscisa is based 
on the mean frequency of the two wave components. 
The comparisons between G 2 (ev, -ev) obtained from the experiments in 

irregular waves and the steady drift displacement obtained in regular waves 
are shown in Fig. 11. In this figure the difference between white circles and 
black circles indicates the effect of wave heights, and the solid line is the value 
obtained from the theoretical computation taking into account of the 
hydrodynamic interactions among floating elements under the fixed 
condition22>. From Fig. 10 it is found that the result from the tests in amplitude 
modulation waves are in good agreement with that in irregular waves and the 
amplitudes of quadratic transfer function decrease with the increase of the 
difference frequency and the phases do not depend on the mean frequency of the 
two wave components. From Fig. 11 it is seen that the steady component of 

quadratic transfer function, G2 (cv, -w), represents the effect of wave height 
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Fig. 10 Quadratic transfer function G2 (w1, -c.J2) of surge motion 

of the steady drift displacement in regular waves and it is not proportional to 

the square of wave heights. 

Let GJ（W1,ー w2)be the quadratic transfer function of the low frequency 

second order force in head waves and H L ⑯)be the response function of surge 

motions to external forces at the low frequency motion. 

Then G2 ((J)1,-(J)2) can be represented as 
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G2((JJ1,-w2)= CH(JJ1,-w2)HいWlー W2).

For CH w1,-w2) Newman20> has suggested the following approximation: 

G~ （砂，ー叫：：：：：：：： G~ （ CsiJ1, —叫 (4.3.2) 

This means that G;（凹，ーw2)can be replaced by the diag_onal components of 
a matrix of quadratic transfer function of low frequency second order force. 
Since HL consists of the mass coefficient, the damping coefficient and the 

restoring force coefficient at low frequency motion, the additional components 
of hydrodynamic forces caused by. encounter waves may be contained in Hし

If the relation (3.1.6) is satisfied, HL can be represented in the following form : 

凡(ev)= g * (ev) / g (0) = HLK, (4.3.3) 

where K is the linear restoring force coefficient and g is the response 
function obtained from standard cross spectral analysis between surge motions 
and squared surface elevations.凡 isthe non-dimensional form of Hし

The properties of g obtained from exprimental data in irregular waves are 
shown in Fig. 12. In this figure the marks indicate the results obtained from G2 
by use of (3.1.6). From Fig. 12 it is found that both results agree well except for 
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the vicinity of peaks. Thus it is considered that the relation (3.1.6) is approxi-
mately satisfied in this case.月Lestimated from under Newman's approxima-
tion and H L obtained from a free oscillation test in still water are compared in 
Fig. 13. From this figure it is found that both results have a same tendency in 
terms of the characteristics of frequency, but that the natural frequency of凡
is shifted towards low frequency side in comparison with that of fiL and the 
damping coefficient of凡 islarger than that of凡， andthat in particular these 
phenomena are remarkable when the peak frequency of wave spectrun becomes 
high. However since凡 overestimates月ぃ itis concluded that the quadratic 
transfer function of surge motions, G2, can be predicted from g by taking into 
account of the effect of wave heights for the steady drift displacement and by 
using the frequency response function of surge motions obtained from a free 
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oscillation test in still water. 

We shall check this fact in time domain. The result simulated by using the 

above results and the measured result are compared in Fig. 14. From this figure 

it is confirmed that the above approximation is applicable in this case. 

Finally, the following results are derived within the range of this experiment: 

1) The low frequency motion is dominant in the total surge motion; 

2)ら（w,-w) which represents the steady drift displacement is not propor-

tional to the square of wave heights; 

3) The response function g of surge motions to the instantaneous wave 

energy, which is introduced newly, is approximately equal to the 

quadratic transfer function of surge motions ; 

4) The frequency response function of surge motions to external forces, Hぃ

is approximated by the response function obtained from a free oscillation 

test in still water ; 

5) The linear transfer function of surge motions, G1, can be estimated from 

the usual linear motion prediction method and does not depend on the 

low frequency motion. 

Thus the following relations can be obtained by applying these results to Eqs. 

(2.4.7) and (2.4.8). 

正 2（入 f+入g)＝「fOOG; （ Q, —砂U心） iH心— v) ド Us(v) dvdw 
0.JO 

両圧8 （入 f- 入~) =3「JOO{G叫） G心） G叫(Q,-Q)H心— v)
0.JO 

+G心） Gt(u)Gi(g-Q)H t(Q-u)} U心） Ut(v)dwdv 

+[［』OOU心） U心） U心） cg （ W1, —叫 CJ （ W2, —叫

XC い（硲，ー叫 {HパW1 ―叫Ht亙—叫 HL （硲ー叫

+ C. C.} dw1dw2d硲

Where C. C. denotes the complex conjugate of the previous term. 

(4.3.4) 

(4.3.5) 

4.4 Investigation to the Instantaneous Probability Density Function of 

Response 

Comparisons between the sample statistical values obtained from time aver-

age over total duration time and the estimated ones from Eqs. (4. 3. 4) and (4. 

3. 5) are shown in Table2. Fig. 15 shows sample statistical values as a time 

function. From Table2 and Fig. 15 it is found that sample variances do not 

depend on the duration time and show constant values, whil_e the sample 

skewnesses are distributed around the estimated values and depend on the 

duration one. But the longer the duration time, the smaller the variation of the 
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sample skewness around the estimated value. Thus it may be considered that 

the statistical values of surge motions including the low frequency motion can 

be predicted up to third order by using the present approximate theory. 

The instantaneous probability distributions of surge motions are indicated in 

Fig.16. In this figure the broken line is the estimated curve from the three term 

Gram-Charlier expansion and the solid line is that from the asymptotic solution 

of exact probability density function. From Fig. 16 it is found that the probabil-

ity distribution is asymmetry with respect to x＝ぇ andhas the tendency 

broadening towards the direction drifted by waves. Further it is seen that the 

degree of the breadth depends on the skewness of the distribution considerably. 

The results of the three term Gram-Chalier expansion are found to better fit the 

experimental results, while the results of the asymptotic solution do not well 

approximate the probability distribution. However, the latter results represent 

the behaviour of the probability distribution well at which x is significantly 

large. Thus it may be considered that the probability density function of surge 

Table. 2 Comparisons with statistical values 
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motions is given by matching between the both approximate solutions. 

4.5 Investigation to Probability Distributions of Extremal Values 

Extreme Value 

If the co-ordinate system is taken as shown in Fig. 2, minima in extremal 

values are more important than maxima for the mooring design purpose. The 

probability distributions of minima are shown in Fig. 17 and that of the negative 

minima which are the most important in the estimation of the maximum 

mooring force are shown in Fig. 18. In Fig. 18 the solid line is the curve 

estimated from the asymptotic solution of exact instantaneous probability 

density function, and the broken line is that from the three term Gram-Charlier 

and 
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expansion and the dash-dot line is that from the Rayleigh distribution function. 

All curves in this figure are evaluated by using the estimated statistical values 

obtained from Table. 2. From these figures it is found that the probability 

distributions of minima depend remarkably on the skewness of the instantane-

ous probability distribution and the breadth of the distribution becomes wide 

with the increase of the absolute value of skewness and that the probability distribu-
tions of negative minima are fairly well represented by the curves estimated 

from the asymptotic solution of the exact instantaneous distribution. Fig. 19 

shows the extreme values based on NP observations of negative minima. The 
solid line shows the results obtained from the asymptotic solution, and the 

broken line shows those given the three term Gram-Charlier expansion, and the 
dash-dot line is the calculated value obtained by Longuet-Higgins23'. The black 

circles indicate the experimental results obtained from each samples in total 

measuring data. The extreme values are normalized by the standard deviation 

of surge response, <Yx. From these figures it is found that the results from 

Longuet-Higgins's method significantly underestimate the extreme values of 

negative minima whereas those estimated from the asymptotic solution of the 
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instantaneous probability density function show fairly good agreement with the 

experimental results. 

Finally, Fig. 20 shows 1/n th highest expected amplitudes for the negative 

minima as a time function. In this figure the broken line is the result obtained 

from linear theory. From this figure it is found that 1/3 th highest expected 

amplitude is smaller than that from linear theory and in the case of 1/10 th 

highest amplitude the frequence exceeding the value of linear theory become 

high. In the estimation of these highest amplitudes Hineno's method24> which 

extended Vinje's method to wide band random processes may be used. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The results of investigations on the statistical analysis of horizontal response 

of a moored floating structure are summarized as follows: 

(1) If it is assumed that the horizontal response of a moored structure can be 

represented by two term Volterra series of incident wave, the instantaneous 

probability density function can be obtained exactly from both the eigenvalues 

and eigenfunctions of the Fredholm type integral equation of second kind with 

(357) 
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the Hermite kernel function including the quadratic transfer function, that is 

G2. 

(2) If the number of eigenvalues dominating the instantaneous probability 

densities is finite, this density function can be approximated by the Gram 

-Charlier expansion. The parameter of this expansion can be estimated from 

both the linear and quadratic transfer functions. 

(3) The consistent results to the quadratic transfer function of response are 

obtained through cross bispectral analysis in irregular waves and experimental 

data in amplitude modulation waves and regular waves. As the results it is 

confirmed that this function has the following characteristics : 

-The amplitude parts decrease as the difference frequency of the two wave 

components becomes high ; 

-The phase parts do not depend on the sum frequency of the two wave 

components ; 

-The diagonal values show the steady drift excursions in regular waves and 

are not proportional to the squared wave heights. 

(4) The transfer function g of horizontal response to slowly instantaneous 

wave energy, which is introduced newly in this case, is capable to evaluate 

quantitatively the characteristics of the quadratic transfer function. Within the 

range of this experiment it is confirmed that the Newman's approximation 

can be applied to the quadratic transfer function of external force and that g is 

nearly equal to the quadratic transfer function of the response. 

(5) The linear part of surge response can be separated from the total 

response in the frequency do_main and can be estimated by the usual linear 

motion prediction method taking into account of the viscous damping. Further 

it is not affected by the nonlinear part. The response function to external forces 

at the low frequency motion is different from that obtained from a free oscilla-

tion test in still water. As the reason it may be considered that these phenomena 

are attributed to "increase of damping force in waves" proposed by one of the 

authors25l and Wichers26l. 

(6) The instantaneous probability distribution of surge responses has the 

asymmetrical distribution, which broadens towards the direction drifted by 

waves even though the restoring force is linear. The variance, and the skewness 

which dominates the asymmetry of the distribution can be estimated from the 

frequency characteristics of the response. 

(7) In order to obtain the instantaneous probability distribution we propose 

the approximate method matching between the finite Gram-Charlier expansion 

and the asymptotic form derived from the exact probability density function. 

The estimated results due to the present method show fairly good agreement 

with the experimental results. 



(8) The new prediction methods for the probability distributions of extremal 
values and the extreme value are proposed under the assumptions that the 
response displacement and velocity are independent mutually and the response 
velocity is of Gaussian distribution with zero mean in addition to the Powell's 
assumptions. As a result it is confirmed that the Longuet-Higgin's method 
significantly underestimates the experimental result while the present method 
is in good agreement with the experimental one. 
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Appendix A 

Exact Solutions of the Instantaneous Probability Density Function of Second 

Order Response due to the Kac-Siegert l¥1ethod 10> 

From Eq. (2.1.5) the horizontal response of a moored floating structure can 

be represented as 

x(t) ＝ JT坤（て） g（t-T) ＋J d豆[d褪ほ， T砂g(t-T1)g(tーが
て1 て2

=xol+x(2) (A-1) 

Let s (t) be an equivalent filtered white noize process, or 

如＝f必h(T)N(t-T)，
て

(A-2) 

where h (-r) is the weighting function and N (t) is a unit white noize which 

satisfies 

E {N(t)N(t→)｝＝o(-r), (A-3) 

0('t) is the Dirac delta function. 

Then following Kac and Siegert10', we expand the white noize process in a 

stochastic series of orthogonal functions as 
00 

N (t -1:) = 2:! Xi (t) </J丘）
i=l 

(A-4) 

with the normalization 

J-OOOOd陥 (t)籾）＝屯， (A-5) 

where Xj (t) are the standard Gaussian variables with zero mean and unit 

variance and they are mutually independent. Then, in terms of the series 

expansion, the first term in (A -1) becomes 
00 

砂 (t)=~Ciぷ (t)' (A-6) 
i=l 

with 
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Ci=ff g1け） h(<i)い＋(j)むd<i,
o• T 

and 

砂（t)＝苫ぷ(t)ふ（t)L[い） ¢J(/3）S(a,/3）dad/3， 

with 

S(a,/3）＝ili2h(aーがh(/3ー喜（虹2)d-r1 d花．

If'Pi are chosen as the orthogonal functions which satisfies 

1 S(a,/3）¢](/3）d/3＝屈(a)'

Eq. (A -8) becomes 
co 

x(2)=2ふXf. 
i=l 

Thus, Eq. (A -1) is given in the following form: 
oo oo 

x(t) =~ Ciぷ(t)+ ~ふXr(t)
i=l i=l 

with 

E {Xi(t)Xi(t) }=oi1 

(A-7) 

(A-8) 

(A-9) 

(A-10) 

(A-11) 

(A-12) 

(A -13) 

The instantaneous probability density functionか ofx (t) can be obtained 

from the inverse Fourier transform of its characteristics function. 

The characteristics function is defined by 
00 

<P ((J）＝E { exp (ifJx)} =)1, E〔欲p{i(J（cふ＋ふ幻） ｝〕．j=l 
(A-14) 

Since Xi have the probability density function as 

Px/x) =1/v勺百exp（一炉／2), (A-15) 

by using the following identity : 

J_= dx exp(itxー a,x2/2)＝/五戸exp(-t2 /2a) for a> 0 
--00 

(A-16) 

the characteristic function can be rewritten as 

<P ((J）=P=1 (1-2 i頴）一112exp{ -cうが／2(l -2i屈） ｝． (A-17) 

By the inverse Fourier transform of the characteristics function the instanta-

neous probability density function of x (t) becomes 

Px (x) = 1/2冗JOOd叫 (0)exp(-i0x).
-00 

Next we shall consider the integral equation (A-10). 

It can be simplified by defining 

(A-18) 



丸(t)=lh(u-t)心 u)du. (A-19) 

Then Eq. (A-10) can be rewritten as 

iduH(t, u)1//n (U)＝豆(t)
“ 

(A-20) 

with 

H (t, u) = 1むgパて， u)Rdt一't),
T 

(A-21) 

where Rt is the auto correlation and is given by 

Rg（て） ＝f心 h(-r1) h（て五）．
て1

(A-22) 

Automatically, the normalization relation for the eigenfunctions is obtained 

as 

ildTlfて2d-r:土（か炒n('!2) g2 ('!1,が＝以mn9

and the parameter Cn in (A -7) becomes 

Cn=f徊('!)1/fnけ）．
て

(A-23) 

(A-24) 

Finally we represent the integral equation (A-23) in the frequency domain. 

If the Fourier transform of氾 (t)exists and is defined by 

v心）＝ 1／ 冨J_=dtexp (-iwt)也(t), (A -25) 
- 0 0  

then the integral equation in the time domain, (A-20), can be represented in 

the following form : 

f dふ (v)S心） G心，一 v)＝賃心）．
II 

(A-26) 

The normalization condition (A -24) becomes 

Lidw1L2dwふ（叫叫（叫 Gパー知，ー叫＝知1mn•
W2 

(A-27) 

Since Eq. (A -26) is a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind with a 

Hermite-symmetric kernel,入willbe real and the eigenfunction satisfies 

'I'n(-w) ='I'~(w), 

where * denotes the complex conjugate. 

Appendix B 

Statistical Values of x (t) 

(A-28) 

From Appendix A the horizontal motion of a moored floating structure in 

irregular waves can be represented as 
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00 

x= ~ (ci十ふXJXi, (B-1) 
i=l 

or 

x=［徊（て） g（t-T) ＋f dTlf心g2国がg(t元）t（tーが． （B-2) 
. TI て2

From (B-1) the expected values up to third order are given as follows ; 

E{x}=~ liE {Xn+~ ciE {Xげ，
1 1 

E {x外＝~ cicjE {Xふ＋~CiAjE {Xふ｝，
l,) l.) 

E ｛炉｝＝~. cicjckE { Xぷふ｝＋ 2cふckE{Xぷぅ Xk}
1.）． K 1.J.K 

+~ふcjckE {X~ X.ふ｝＋ 2 ふ入jckE{X~ X; X砂
z.．J. K l. J. K 

+ 2 cz•CふE{Xふxi} ＋ ~cふふE{Xぷぅ Xi}
i.j.k i.J.k 

(B-3) 

(B-4) 

+ 2 LcふE {X?Xぷい＋ 2 いふE{X~Xぅ Xi}. (B-5) 
i. J.．K 1.．). K 

Since Xi (i= 1,.・．， oo) are the standard Gaussian variables with mutual 
independence, the following relations are satisfied: 

E{XJ=O, 

E{Xふ｝＝心

E{Xぷふ｝＝0,

E{Xぷぷぷ｝＝如泣＋ふふ＋如鯰

E{Xぷぷxlふ｝＝0,

E{XぷぷぷXふ｝＝ふ・J0←+ふ・心ふ＋企ぶふ＋釦如伝

＋如ふm釦＋ふ・K§訊 01m十ふ'/OjkOmn十ふ'IふmOkn

＋ふ・I心0km+oim心似＋OimOj 10kn + Oim心似＋ふ・n似Oim

＋ふ'nOj/Okm十ふ'nOjmOk/,

for i, j, l, m, n = I,..., oo, 

where oij is the Kronecker delta. 

(B-6) 

(B-7) 

(B-8) 

(B-9) 

(B-10) 

(B-11) 

Using the above relations, the mean valueえ， thevariance び~ and the skew-
ness μ of x (t) are obtained as 

x=E{x}=~ ふ，
1 

パ＝E{x2} 一寮＝ ~cr+2~ 店，
1 [ 

μび炉＝E{x外ー3E{x2} ・文＋ 2茫＝8~ い＋6~crふ

(B-12) 

(B-13) 

(B-14) 



From (B-2) the expected values are written as follows: 

E {x} ＝ JdTlf 崎（在がR凸—か， （B-15) T] T2 

E {x外＝ildTlfて2咋gl は） gl は） R凸—か＋JTI dm……J 心g2ほ， て砂T4 

XgパT3,か {Rtは一T1)Rd T4ーか＋Rtは一T3)Rtは一か

+RsほーかRd1:'3 -1:'1)} (B-16) 

E{x3}= f-r1 dn……f 心g2 ほ，花図（責（か {6R凸— T1)R凸—か
T'!.JT'4  

+3Rs（花ぇ）Rg(T4国｝＋｛・l1dnJ2疇（り尋（"£'2元）｝3 

＋f 丘……f咋 g2("£'1, "£'2国（花，亨（'l'5, か {6Rsは一かR凸— "t3)
てl 匹

xRs(T5ーが十8Rt(1:亡 T1)Rt（稔一T]Rg(T6ーか｝ （B-17) 

Accordingly we can obtain the statistical values of x (t) as 

叉＝f 如G心—叫Sdw), (B-18) 
Q 

正 fQ虹 G心）ドS心） ＋ 2f心 f d叫 G心， Q→12Q1 02 

XSs（叫Sg（叫，（B-19)

μパ＝6f心 f d砂 (-w叫(-叫 G心，叫S心）Sg（叫Ql Q2 

可 d→1fdQ2f如 G心，叫 G;（砂，叫 G心，ー叫Q1 02 &3 

X Sdw1) Sdw2) St(w3), (B-20) 

where * denotes the complex conjugate. 

Appendix C 

Integral Evaluation to Instantaneous Probability Density Function of x(t) as 

X → CX) 

From Eq. (2.4.2) the instantaneous probability density function of x (t) may 

be rewritten as 

p心）＝朽001/27t『:exp (-i肱） c/>(0) d0. (C-1) 

First, we expand Eq. (C-1) to complex space. By regarding this integral as 

a complex integral and replacing -i0 by s we obtain the following form: 

広(x)＝朽OO1/2冗1.f成 ~l (1 +2入jS)一112exp{sx+cぅ炉／2(1+2入js)}ds. (C-2) 
-iR j=l 

Then without loss of generality it can be assumed thatふ＞ふ＞．．．＞入n>O

and 0>入n+l> • • •＞入m•
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For x→ CXJ only the positive eigenvalues are of interest. Thus in the case in 

which n is even we take the branch cuts from -1/2入2j-ltO -1/2入2j(j= 1,...' 

n/2) along the real axis as shown in Fig. (C-1). If n is odd the branch-cut 

from -1／叫 to-CXJ is added. 

ODD  EVEN 
I3 
'iR 

B 
'iR 

0 c’ 
-.  lj l'i r, 

E, 
.．̂..．Â、-1 /2 Al -1 /2A2 -1 /2 A l 

A.-,R A.-iR 

Fig. C-1 Contours of integration 

Since 1 +2ふstakeseither positive value or negative value whens moves on 

the negative real axis, we define the brach of 1/✓ 1+2入Js as 

11+2入jSl-112 for l +2入js>O,

-ii 1 +2入jS|―112for l +2入js<O.
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Then, the integrand of (C-1) is regular except for branch points -1/2入j(j=

1,..., n). 

Thus, by Cauchy's theorem the integral along ABC ~ rj E becomes zero. The 

integrals along each path are as follows: 

1) Integral along BC 

Setting s=Re沿（冗/2~0~ 冗） we have the following inequalities : 

lexp(c？炉／2(1 +2入Js))I~ exp (c~ Rcos0/4 入J)~l,

(366) 



I exp (sx) I= exp (xR cos0) ~ 1, 

11+2ふs| ― 112~I 1-2入jR|―1/2.

Thus the integral along BC becomes zero as R→ co. 

(2) Integral along EA 

It can be proved that the integral along EA also becomes zero as R→ co. 

(3) Integral along the semi circle of rJ 

Setting s= pei8ー 1/2入i(7l ~ 0 ~ 0) we get the following inequalities : 

I exp (c 3炉／2(1+2入js))I~ exp {cう／2入鼻iP(p2 cos0-p／入”j+cos0／入う）｝，

I exp (sx) I~ exp (px cos0) 

I 1+2ふsJ-112~ 1／国．

Thus, if pis taken such that it is equal to c/ (2ふ汀躙，whichis a stationary 

point, this integral becomes zero as x→ co. 

Since the integrand of (C-1) is bounded at all points except for branch 

points, we obtain the following form as the evaluation of Eq. (C-1): 

-1/2入砂l
Px(x) ＝ 1/7lご(-1)J-lf-1/2入2J eSXリ|1+2ふs1-112 

Xexp{cぅsツ2(1+2ふs)}ds if n is even, (C-5) 

か(x)= 1/ 1t ~ (-1) j-l f―1/2入幻―leSX I1 | 1+2入jSJ-112 
J 

-1/2入幻
J 

X exp { c~s2/2 (1 +2入js)}ds+ 1／が一1)nf―1/2入”esx
-00 

〉<IT11+2入jS1-112 exp{ cぅs2/2(1 +2入js)}ds if n is odd (C-6) 

If it is assumed thatふ／ふ (j=2,.... n) < 1, the main contribution to the 

integral (C-1) will be from the vicinity of the branch point il1. 

Samely the integral as x→ -oo is also evaluated by taking the branch-cuts 

on positive real axis. 

In the case of n = 2 and入ふく0and入戸ci(j=l,2) the integral (C-1) is 

evaluated exactly as 

か(x)= l/2n 1: de exp(-ix0) ／爪—2iふ 0) (1 -2 iil2 0) 
-00 

=l/2nへexp{（入l―|入ヽ 21)/4入，1|入、21}K。{Ix|（入、1+|入ヽ21)/ 4入、1I入，21},

(C-7) 

where K。isthe modified Bessel function of the second kind. 
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